How to Get Help or Provide Feedback

If you have questions about Faculty Success (formerly Digital Measures) or the content that is appearing on your Profiles page, please contact Mary Jo Sanz (msanz@bentley.edu; 781-891-2591). Questions can also be sent to learningdesign@bentley.edu

If you would like to attend the following training session, please contact Mary Jo Sanz at msanz@bentley.edu to schedule a time.

“Completing your Annual Activity and Planning Reports in Faculty Success” Workshop

Use Faculty Success to add data and narratives to your Annual Activity and Planning Reports. With the automatic incorporation of teaching schedules and SETs, you can focus on adding other publications, presentations, etc. and your narratives. We’ll review how the data gets output into your Annual Activity and Planning Reports, and how you can pull copies of the report as well as mark them complete. In addition, we’ll review how to add and edit entries, the public profile website, and generation of basic CVs.